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PLAYGROUND COLLECTION
Fine Sign Language

Dear All,

New Simplicity
Schoenwald porcelain from Germany constantly provides perfect
solutions for various food service concepts. Playground is a versatile,

open range, which is regularly updated and compiles the latest
trends in food presentation for you. Discover unusual items and
accessories The new PLAYGROUND collection offers new concepts
in stoneware, wood, slate, melamine, cast iron and glass.
FINE SIGN LANGUAGE
The extraordinary aesthetics of the black platter made from
stoneware are inspired by Japanese calligraphy. Harmonically
combined with the plain board made from polyester with an oak look,
visual and culinary surprises await you.

NEW SIMPLICITY
Keep it simple is the motto.

Sublime Spectacle
Paper Mates
Amuse Tower

The Loft presenters made from oak transmit the simplicity of milking
stools into modern design. Glass carafes, stackable glass bowls and
bread bags made of a durable natural material highlight the easiness
of the arrangement.

Bread Paper Bag Round

Wooden Plate Flat Round

Loft Presenter on Stands 8cm

SUBLIME SPECTACLE
Plateau plate made of matte black stoneware.
The structure of the dish surface is reminiscent of arid earth. An
expressive presentation surface for the succulence of 'honest' food.
Here it is paired with the ANANTI wooden board in walnut.

PAPER MATES

The stylistic purity of the disposable tableware offered by
Playground is made of sustainable materials and is 100%
biodegradable.The plates and bowls are waterproof, greaseresistant and suitable for microwaves.

AMUSE TOWER

Vertical food presentation
Amuse tower made of temperature-resistant borosilicate glass in
premium quality. Stack or use individually - ideal for a 4-course menu
or a culinary quartet.

Schoenwald now also offers an alternative "metal effect" colours in gold, platinum and copper. They
present a real alternative to precious metals, especially if they are used as a full rim décor on plates,
and the pricing is similar to any other standard ceramic colour we use.
We would be glad to assist if you have any queries. We look forward to your kind response.
Sincerely,
Raman Grover
Soft Sensations Pvt. Ltd.
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